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This thesis is mainly concerned with some extensions of portfolio optimization un-
der a minimax rule. First, we study the market portfolio and capital asset pricing 
model of the minimax model. By solving the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, 
we obtain the analytical solution of the market portfolio. After that we establish 
the capital asset pricing model, which relates the market portfolio and individual 
assets. Second, we consider a revised minimax model where only downside risk 
is penalized. By some transformations it can be changed into a quadratically 
constrained optimization problem. By virtue of the special structure of these 
quadratic constrains, this optimization problem is further turned into a semidef-
inite programming problem. The problem is then solved numerically by some 
existing semidefinite programming solvers. Moreover, a corresponding capital as-
set pricing model is derived. Finally, a numerical comparison between these two 
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In 1952, Harry M. Markowitz proposed the mean-variance model for portfolio 
selection, which laid the foundation of modern portfolio theory [19, 20, 21, 22， 
9, 1]. In Markowitz's model, variance is regarded as the risk measure and short-
selling is not permitted. The model is highlighted as follows. 
Suppose that there are n securities in the market. Let Rj be the return rate 
of the jth. security, which is a random variable. Let Xj be the fraction of wealth 
that is invested into security j. Then the return rate of the portfolio is J2�=i ocjRj, 
with its expectation 
n n n 
^ E ^j^j] = E{Rj)xj = ^ rjXj, 
j=i j=i j=i 
where Vj = E(Rj) is the expected rate of return of security j. The variance of 
the return rate of the portfolio is 
n n n 
V a r ( ^ RjXj) = 〜•而工 j , 
j=l i=lj=l 
where aij = E[{Ri — ri){Rj — rj)] is the covariance between Ri and Rj. 
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The model is then formulated as a quadratical program as follows: 
Minimize Ej=i crijXiXj 
subject to rjOOj > p, 
^ Oj j 二 ...,几, 
where p is the expected rate of return of an investor. This problem can be solved 
by a standard quadratic program solver. If we change the value of p, then we can 
trace out the efficient frontier of the mean-variance model. 
Since Markowitz put forward this model, the portfolio selection theory has 
been developed very quickly. Many different models have been proposed. For ex-
ample, Black [5] proposed a model where the nonnegative constraints are omitted. 
The advantage of this model is that the analytical solution can be derived by us-
ing the Lagrangian multiplier under some reasonable assumptions [24]. Another 
model was proposed by Tobin [34, 35]. In his model, a risk-free asset is introduced 
and allowed to be borrowed or lent, while the other assumptions remain the same 
as the Markowitz's standard model. 
In 1960s, the associated capital asset pricing model ( C A P M ) that describes 
the equilibrium relationship between the market portfolio and individual assets 
was obtained by Lintner [17], Mossin [26], and Sharpe [30] independently. The 
assumptions of this model are as follows: 
1. All investors are price-taker, that is, they act as though security prices are 
unaffected by their own trade. 
2. All investors plan for one identical holding period. 
3. Investments are limited to a universe of publicly traded financial assets. 
4. Investors pay no taxes on returns and no transaction costs on trades in 
securities. 
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5. All investors are rational mean-variance optimizers, meaning that they all 
use the Markowitz portfolio selection model. 
6. All investors analyze securities in the same way and share the same eco-
nomic view of the world, that is, all investors have homogeneous expectations or 
beliefs. 
If all the assumptions are satisfied, then all investors will hold those portfolios 
that are combinations between the market portfolio and the risk-free asset. The 
proportion assigned in each is determined by individual investor's risk preference. 
The market portfolio can be calculated as follows. Let the rate of return of the 
risk-free asset be vq. Then solving the following fractional programming yields 
the market portfolio: 
, , . . E�=i TjXj - rp 
Maximize r 
subject to 二iXj = 1. 
The C A P M asserts that the risk premium on any individual asset is pro-
portional to the risk premium on the market portfolio M and the beta of the 
individual security, that is, 
-ro = /3jIE(Rm) - ro], j = l,...,n, (1.1) 
where 
ft. = (1.2) 
RM is the return rate of the market portfolio and is the variance of the return 
rate of the market portfolio. 
Besides the variance, many other types of risk measure have been proposed. 
For example, a mean-absolute deviation model was proposed by Konno and Ya-
mazaki [15, 16]. In this model, absolute deviation is used as the risk measure. 
3 
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The problem is formulated as follows: 
Minimize 五[| RjXj — E � = i rjXj\ 
subject to Ej=i rjCCj > p, 
工j = 1, 
Xj > 0, j = 1,…,n. 
The problem can be transformed into a linear program. As a result, the port-
folio selection problem can be easily implemented by the existing linear program 
solver. On the other hand, the equilibrium relation between individual securities 
and the market portfolio based on this framework was derived by Konno [15]. 
That is, the excess rate of return of individual asset will be proportional to that 
of the market portfolio and the theta coefficient of the security relative to the 
market portfolio. 
Another portfolio optimization model, namely, one under a minimax rule, 
was proposed by Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [8]. In this model, short-selling is not 
allowed. The risk measure for a portfolio X = (:ci，...，Xn) is defined as 
Woo(X) = msiXi<j<riE(\RjXj - rjXj\) = maxi<j<riqjXj, (1.3) 
where qj = E{\Rj — rj\) is the expected absolute deviation of Rj from its mean. 
That is, the maximum individual risk is regarded as the risk measure for the 
whole portfolio. One can see that it is a very conservative risk measure. The 
model is formulated as the following bicriteria portfolio optimization problem: 
Minimize (maxi^j^nQj^j, — rjXj) 
subject to Xj = I5 
Xj > 0, j = 1,…,n. 
By a simple transformation, one can convert the problem into a parametric 
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linear program as follows: 
Minimize Fx{X, y) = Xy{1 - A)(— rjXj) 
subject to QjXj < y, j = 1,…，n, 
工 j 二 1, 
Xj > 0, j = 1 , . . . ,n. 
One can think of A as an investor's risk tolerance parameter, that is, the larger 
the A, the more risk the investor is to tolerate. So by changing the value of A 
，one can trace out the efficient frontier. An analytical solution of this portfolio 
optimization problem and the consequent efficient frontier were derived explicitly 
in [8]. The market portfolio was also obtained analytically. As a result, the 
corresponding capital asset pricing model was established by Cai et al. [7]. In 
addition, some other minimax type risk model has been studied by Teo and Yang 
33 . 
So far, we have reviewed models where both the downside and upside deviation 
are regarded as risks. However, intuitively, it is more sensible to consider only the 
rate of return below some target as risk. Based on this, downside risk measures 
have been proposed. In his seminal book, Markowitz [20] proposed semi-variance 
as a risk measure which only concerns the rate of return below a target rate of 
return. Hogan and Warren [12] used the following type of semi-variance as a risk 
measure: 
St{X) = E([min{0, r^X — T)]^), (1.4) 
where r = (ri,..., Vn)^ is the stock return rate vector, X = (xi,..., Xn)^ is a 
portfolio and Tis a fixed target. By a Frank-Wolfe algorithm, the efficient frontier 
was obtained in [12]. Further, the associated capital asset pricing model was 
obtained by Hogan and Warren [13]. Mean-semivariance analysis was also applied 
in capital budgeting [29]. Some comparisons between mean-variance model and 
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mean-semivariance model were done in [18] and [27 . 
Yet another risk measure, called the lower partial moment (LPM) has been 
proposed by Bawa [3] and Fishburn [10]. In this model, the nth order lower 
partial moment of the distribution of returns under the portfolio X about target 
rate of return r is defined as follows: 
LPMn{T;X) = r {T- RxrdFxiRx)=厂{r - X'RrdF{R), (1.5) 
J —oo J —oo 
where Rx is the return on the portfolio X. 
In [4，11], when the lower partial moments are computed at the risk free rate, 
the following equilibrium relationship between the market portfolio and individual 
securities was established: 
卿 ) - r o = LPMn {E{RM) -TO), j = 1,2’ …•，n, (1.6) 
where 
跟 — C L P M „ ( r o ; M , j ) 
A ~ LPM„( ro ;M) ’ 
with CLPM„(ro； M, j ) , the colower partial moment of order n between the 
returns Rj on security j and Rm on the market portfolio M, given by 
rro foo 
C L P M „ ( r o ; M , j ) = / ( r o - 广 ' ( r o - r,), 
JrM=-oo Jrj=—(X> 
and LPM„(ro； M) is the risk of the market portfolio. 
On the other hand, since the absolute deviation equals twice the absolute 
semi-deviation, that is, 
n n n n 
- E ^j^jW = 2 丑 r j X j - ^ RjXj,0)], 
j=i j=i j=i j=i 
mean-absolute deviation model ( M A D ) is a downside risk model in essence. In 
25], Michalowski et al. extended the M A D portfolio optimization model to in-
corporate downside risk aversion, that is, to heavily penalize downside deviation. 
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There have been other downside risk measures that were proposed [31，32，28, 2 . 
More recently, value at risk (VaR) was proposed to be used as a risk measure[14 . 
The purpose of this thesis is to study some variants of the minimax model, 
the corresponding market portfolio, as well as the capital asset pricing model. 
Specifically, we will first study the market portfolio of the minimax model when 
short-selling is allowed. Then, we derive the corresponding equilibrium relation-
ship between the market portfolio and individual securities. Second, we show that 
the minimax model is essentially a downside risk model. However, this model puts 
the same weight on the deviation no matter how far the rate of return is below the 
mean rate of return. However, in reality, investors are more hateful to the larger 
deviation from the expected target. So, we extend the minimax model to the 
squared downside risk model. We proposed the risk measure first, then trace out 
the efficient frontier by solving a series of semidefinite programming problems, 
and the corresponding CAPM is derived. Finally, some numerical comparisons 
between the l^ o model and the squared downside risk model are given by using 
the historical data. 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we first review 
the minimax model where short-selling is allowed. Then by solving the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker conditions, we obtain the analytical solution of the market portfolio. 
Finally, the capital asset pricing model in terms of the market portfolio is derived. 
In Chapter 3，we study a portfolio optimization model under a minimax rule 
where squared downside risk is considered. First, we give the definition of this 
risk measure. Then the corresponding portfolio selection problem is solved by 
using existing semidefinite program technique. Moreover, a capital asset pricing 
model is derived. In Chapter 4, we first compare the efficient frontiers between 
the minimax model and the revised minimax model by using the historical data 
7 
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in the Hong Kong stock market. Then a comparison of the monthly rate of return 
of the portfolios is also given. Finally, in Chapter 5，summary is given and some 
future work are suggested. 
8 
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A Minimax Model and Its 
CAPM 
In this chapter, we will first review the definition of the minimax risk measure 
{loo risk measure). Then, the portfolio selection model under this minimax risk 
measure is formulated, where short-selling of assets is allowed. In addition, the 
market portfolio of this model is derived explicitly by virtue of KKT conditions. 
Finally, we will give the corresponding capital asset pricing model ( C A P M ) . 
2.1 Model Formulation 
In this section, we will review the minimax risk measure and formulate the corre-
sponding portfolio selection problem with this risk measure. Suppose that there 
are n risky assets Sj,j = 1 , . . . , n and one risk-free asset So in the market. For 
the n risky assets, let Rj be the return rate of the jth. asset, which is a random 
variable. For the risk-free asset, let the return rate be Rq, which is determin-
istic. Let Xj be the fraction of wealth that is invested into asset j. A vector 
X = {xo,xi,... ,Xn), where xj = 1, is called a feasible portfolio. Thus, 
9 
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the feasible region of the portfolio optimization problem is the set of all feasible 
portfolios, that is, 
F = { x = (a;。，:ri，...,;r„) : Y l x j = l | 
The rate of return of a portfolio X = (xq, Xi,..., Xn) is 工 jRj. Let E{R) 
denote the mathematical expectation of a random variable R. Define 
Tj = E{Rj) and qj = B(lRj - r^l). 
Namely, rj and qj denote the expected return rate of the security j and the 
expected absolute deviation of Rj from its mean, respectively. In particular, for 
the risk-free asset 5o, we have 
ro = E{Ro) = Ro and qo = 0. 
The expected return rate of a portfolio X =( 工0，工1，• • •，^n) IS 
n n n 
j=0 j=0 j=o 
The loo risk function is defined as follows. 
Definition 2.1.1 The Zoo risk function of a portfolio X — (xo,Xi,... ,Xn) is 
defined as 
a;oo(X) = maxo<j<nE{\RjXj - rjXj\). (2.1) 
Note we have 
This function is explicitly known if the distribution of each Rj is given. 
The minimax portfolio selection model is formulated as follows: 
Minimize maxQ<j<nQj\xj 
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where p G -R is the expected rate of return of an investor. A feasible portfolio 
is said to be efficient if it is optimal for (2.2) for a certain p e R. Let the 
associated objective value be r(p). Then the point (p,r{p)) is called a efficient 
point Moreover, the efficient frontier is defined as the set of all efficient points. 
Here, because the maximal absolute deviation of the securities is treated as 
the risk measure, the model is a conservative portfolio selection model. 
2.2 Efficient Frontier 
In this section, we will consider the efficient frontier of the minimax model. First, 
let us consider an auxiliary portfolio selection problem where there are only n 
risky assets in the market. The problem is formulated as follows: 
Minimize msoi.i<j<nQj\ j^ 
subject to TjXj > p, (2.3) 
n 
E ^ j = 1. 
•7=1 
Let X{p) 二（0；1(")，...，：!；„(")) be an optimal solution of the problem (2.3), 
which depends on the parameter p. We define 
f{p) = maxi<j<nqMAp)\^ (2.4) 
then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.1 f[p) is a non-decreasing convex function. 
Proof. Suppose that pi < p2, then the feasible region of the problem correspond-
ing to p2 is no larger than that of pi. So, the optimal solution when p = p2 is 
no less than that of p = pi. This implies that f{p) is a non-decreasing function. 
Now we turn to the convexity of / (p) . 
11 
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The optimization problem (2.3) is equivalent to the following program: 
Minimize t 
subject to QjXj < t, j = 1,…，n， 
-QjXj < t, j = 
rjXj > A 
n 
= 1-
For a given p：, suppose that the optimal solution is X�=(：^”, . . .，rr4i)) and 
the optimal objective value is t(pi). For a given p2, the optimal solution is 
� = . • • ， a n d the optimal objective value is t[p2). 
So we have 
Qjxf^ < t{pi), j = 1,...,71, 




f > i i ) = l， 
and 
Qjxf^ < t{p2), j = l , . . . , n , 
-q jx f^ < t{p2), j = l’...，n’ 
n 
j=i 
f > f = 1. 
Let p be a convex combination of pi and p2, that is, p = Xpi + (1 — A)p2，where 
0 < A < 1. We construct a portfolio as follows: 
X = A X � + (1 - A ) X � = ( A ^ i ) + (1 - ..，A4i) + (1 - A)42)). 
12 
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So, 
E rj[Xxf^ + (1 - \)xf] = X f ： Tjxf^ + (1 — A) f： rjxf > Xp, + (1 - A)p2, 
i=i j=i j=i 
f ^ r c j i ) + (1 — X)xf] = AX： 41) + ( 1 - A ) E xf^ =X + {1-X) = 1. 
j=i j=i 
So A X � + (1 — A ) X � is a feasible solution corresponding to p = Xpi + (1 - X)p2. 
Because t(^Xpi + (1 - X)p2) is the optimal solution of p = Xpi + (1 - X)p2, we 
have, 
t{Xpi + (1 — X)P2) < Xt(pi) + (1 — X)t{p2). 
This implies that t{p) is a convex function. The proof is completed. • 
The graph of the function, when plotted in the {p, f{p)) plane, is called the 
efficient frontier of this auxiliary portfolio selection problem. See Figure 2.1. 
Then, owing to Theorem 2.2.1, we can draw a tangent line l{p) to the efficient 
frontier through the point ( r� , 0), this line is called the capital market line (CML). 
Suppose that the tangent point is unique, denoted as M. The corresponding 
portfolio is called the tangent portfolio Pm- Then, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.2 The one-fund theorem There is a single fund M of risky 
assets such that any efficient portfolio for the problem (2.2) can be constructed as 
a combination of this fund M and the risk-free asset. 
Proof. Consider the risk-free asset and another risky asset X = {xi,..., Xn) 
with rate of return Vp and /qo risk maxi<j<nQj\00j\. 
We combine these two assets to form a portfolio using the weight of a < 1 for 
the risk-free asset and 1 - a for the risky asset. Then the mean rate of return of 
13 
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
- / -
f(rho) / 
. X . 
/ x l(rho) 
‘ X -
M Z 
I I I I I—I 1 1 1 
r。 「M rho 
Figure 2.1: Efficient Frontier and CML of loo Model 
this new portfolio is 
QTo + (1 - a)rp 
and the loo risk of this portfolio is 
maa:i<j<n9j|(l _ (y)xj\ = a x 0 + (1 - OL)maxi<j<nqj\xj • 
So, we can see that both the mean and the l^ o risk of the new portfolio vary 
linearly with a . Based on this, the new feasible region where the risk-free asset 
is available is an infinite triangle when we allow borrowing or lending the risk-free 
asset. So, the new efficient frontier set consists of a single straight line, which is 
the edge of triangular feasible region. This line is tangent to the original feasible 
set of risky asset. So any efficient portfolio can be obtained by changing the 
weighting between the tangent portfolio M and the risk-free asset. This proves 
the one-fund theorem. • 
14 
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2.3 Market Portfolio 
In this section, the market portfolio of the minimax model will be derived. If all 
investors are mean-Zoo risk optimizers, and they have homogeneous expectations 
of the market, that is, everyone agrees on the probabilistic structure of asset. 
Moreover, there are no taxes and transaction costs on trades in securities. Then 
from the one-fund theorem, everyone will purchase the same single fund of risky 
assets, and they may, in addition, borrow or lend money at the risk-free asset. 
Then, the one fund is the market portfolio, that is, the tangent portfolio Pm is 
the market portfolio. 
We can get the market portfolio in terms of an optimization problem. For 
convenience, in Figure 2.2, we change the axises. That is, the horizontal axis 
represents the risk and the vertical axis represents the expected return rate. Given 
a point in the feasible region, we draw a line between the risk-free asset and that 
point. We denote the angle between that line and the horizontal axis by 6. For 
any feasible portfolio, we have 
tan 没二 [？=1 〒 广 0 . 
maxi<j<„q'j Xj 
The tangent portfolio is the feasible point that maximizes 6 or, equivalently, 
that maximizes tan 9. So we can obtain the market portfolio from the following 
fractional programming: 
Maximize ： 
maxi<j<„Qj Xj\ (2 丘） 
subject to ^ Xj = 1. 
15 
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Figure 2.2: The Derivation of the Market Portfolio 
This fractional programming is equivalent to the following program: 
Maximize p 
subject to Ej=i f jXj — ro — per 二 0’ 
qj\xj\ < cr, j 二 1 , . . . ’ 71, 
n 
I > j = 1. 
J=1 
It is easy to see that the above problem can be further converted into the 
following program: 
Minimize - p 
subject to Ej=i rjXj — r � — pa = 0, 
QjXj < a, j = l,...,n, (2.6) 
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We assume that 
< < . . . < r„, 
and that there are no assets whose rates of return are equal to vq. Furthermore, 
to avoid ambiguity, we assume that there do not exist two assets Si and Sj, i 寺 j, 
such that Ti = Tj and qi 二 qj (if such two assets do exist in this problem, we may 
treat them as a single aggregate asset). Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3.1 The market portfolio of the minimax rule is as follows: 
T ^ TT) i f j ' e L * ’ 
_ J q八Im&L* qi l^aes* qs ‘ (2 7) 
T ^ XT' 
'ij^Z^leL* Qi Z^ ses* qa ‘ 
where L* U 5* = { 1 , . . . , n}, L* is the set of assets to be invested and S* is the 
set of assets to be short-sold, which are determined by the following rules: 
(a) If there is a k E [1, n] such that 
n 1 k-1 1 
Tk > ro, Tk-i < To and S ；^ > •’ 
then 
L* = {n，...，A:} and 5* = {/c - 1 , . . . , 1} . (2.8) 
Here, by convention, if k = 1 then S* = 0. 
(b) If there is a k E [1, n] such that 
n 1 k—1 1 
Tk > To, Tk-l < To but Y. I ] — < 0, 
i=k qi s=i ^s 
then there is no market portfolio. 
(c) If there is no k £ [1, n] such that 
Tk > To, 
then there is no market portfolio. 
17 
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Proof. Let the Lagrangian of the program (2.6) be defined as follows: 
L{x, p, (7, Ao, f^L, v) = -p-{- 6 ( E j = i TjXj -To- pa) + A o ( E " = i 工 j 
—1) + E"=1 咖工j 一… + yji-QjXj — (7) 
Thus the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are as follows: 
QJ^ 
— = ^ Q f j + Ao + HjQj - VjQj = 0， j = 1’...，n, (2.9) 
O T ^ = = (2.10) 
dp 
QL “ 几 
^ = -E / ^ j -E” j 二 0, (2.11) 
n 
^ rjXj — ro — per = 0, (2.12) 
n 
�:00 j — 1， （2,13) 
fijiqjXj - cr) = 0, j = 1 , . . . ,n, (2.14) 
Vj{ -qjXj - (t) = 0, j = 1’...，n, (2.15) 
fJ'j > 0, j = l,...,n, (2.16) 
Vj > 0, j = 1,... ,71. (2.17) 
Because qj > 0 for every j, from a > qj\xj\ for all j and 工j. = 1’ it follows 
that cr > 0. 
Let L* = { j : Hj > 0} and S* = { j : Vj > 0}. Then if j G L\ from (2.14), we 
have 
QiXj = cr, Xj = — > 0, Qj 
then 
fij > 0 and Vj = 0. 
If j e S*, from (2.15)，we have 
(7 
qjCOj = — cr, Xj = < 0, 
Qj 
18 
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then 
fjLj = 0 and Vj > 0. 
According to (2.13), we have 
y^ 工 j + Xy 工 j ~ 1. 
leL* ses* 
So, 
广 ( 二 ) 二 1. 
leL* qi ses* Qs 
Thus, 
^ = ^ r ^ r . (2.18) 
Owing to (7 > 0, we have: 
leL* ses* 如 
Hence, if j G L*, it follows that 
3 Qj QjiT^ieL* j; — 志） （ ） 
If j e S\ it follows that 
] Qj QjCEieL* ^ - ( 0) 
As a result, from (2.12), we have 
EJ=i TjXj - ro 
P = a 
_ TJj=irjXj-r^ 
一 \ 1 1 
= i _ ^ ri Y- — 
leL* ses* qs I巨L* ^liJ^ieL* 吉一Esgs* j;) 
J^* Qs{12ieL* ^ 一 志 )） 。] 
19 
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leL* ses* ys leL* ses* ys 
= [ — _ ^ Ts — Tq 
leL* qi ses* ^ 
Consequently, from (2.10), we have 
1 
= - 1 1 
'^leL* W-Eaes* ^ 
--(E^-E^)-
leL* ses* 
Owing to (2.9), for j e L*, it follows that 
^oTj + Ao + fijQj = 0. 
So, 
^oTj + Ao 
For j e S\ (2.9) turns out to be: 
^oTj + Ao - VjQj = 0. 
So, 
^oTj + Ao 
Vi = . 
Qj 
From (2.11), we have 
. v^ , + Ao. Cot's + Ao „ 
— ( ) — L = 0’ 
leL* s£S* ys 
亡 , ⑶ + Ao + Ao „ 
leL* ses* ys 
leL* � ses* leL* ^^ ses* 如 
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Consequently, 
— ^ o P — ^ — Eses* 
� = V i V 1 ^leL* ^ — Ys 
_ -(EfGL* ^ - Eses* ^^ ^^ n-rp Ts -rp ^^ n rs). 
^leL* ^ 一 ^ leL* � seS'仏 leL* 切 ses* ^ 
=-( -E3+E� 
leL* ses* qs 
二 r o i E ^ - ^ h 
leL* s£s* qs 
Hence, for j e L*, we can get Vj = 0 and 
^oTj + Ao 
= 1 
_ -(E/6L* 念 - i ) h + MEiel* - T^ses* 六) 
Qj 
_ (EfgL* 志—Eses* — ^ojEieL* ^ — T.SES* 志) 
一 qj 
= ( E ^ g l * ^ - E.eg- i){rj-ro) 
— qj ‘ 
On the other hand, for j € 5*, we can get fij = 0 and 
他 + Ao 
Vj = 
qj 
_ —CfeL* j； - T^ses* 六 ) + M'Ziel* 念—T^ses* j;) 
— Qj 
={Eiel* i - E.es- i){ro-rj) 
— Qj ‘ 
Now, if there is a A; € [l,n] such that rj^ > tq, rk-i < r � a n d Yl'i=k 7 - ^ 5 = 1 ； r � 
HI 
0, then let 
L* = {n,...,k} and 5* = {/c - 1 , . . . , 1 } . 
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Then, for j e L*, we have vj = 0 and 
i^ieL* i - i){rj - To) 
= S 
> 0. 
Furthermore, for j G 5*, we have {ij = 0 and 
� ’ _ (I)丨SL* ij-Eses* 六 
> 0. 
Because the problem is a convex programming, the KKT conditions become nec-
essary and sufficient for optimality. The solution given by (2.7) satisfies all the 
KKT conditions, hence it is optimal. As a special case, if A; = 1 such that ri > r； 
and J2l=i 吉〉0，then L* = {n,…，1} and 5* = 0 and the associated conditions 
are all satisfied. 
Next, for the case where there is a /c 6 [1, n] such that r^ > ry, r^-i < Vf but 
^JLjt ^ — Z f j / ^ < 0, we get a < 0. It contradicts the condition that a must be 
greater than 0. So there is no market portfolio. For the last case where there is no 
k e [1, n] such that r / t � 7 7 , we also conclude that a is less than 0, it contradicts 
the condition of nonnegativity of a. In this case, every investor would not invest 
in the stocks, so there is no market portfolio at all. 
Summing all these up, the whole proof is completed. • 
2.4 CAPM of Minimax Model 
In this section, we will concern the capital asset pricing model of the minimax 
model. Let X ^ = {x^ ,…，x^) be the market portfolio as derived in the previous 
section, and tm be the expected rate of return of the market portfolio, namely, 
rM = f^j^f • Then we have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2.4.1 Let X^ = (xf,.. be the market portfolio. Then there 
exists such that � 
Tj = ro + — To), j = 1,…，n. (2.21) 
Proof. The fractional program (2.5) to derive the market portfolio is equivalent 
to the following program: 
Minimize � —仏 〒 � , 
(2.22) 
subject to y^ Xj = 1. 
Because xf = \ , X^ ^ 0. Then = x^) is differen-
tiable at X ^ = (rrf, Since X ^ = ( x f , is an optimal solution 
of the problem (2.22), there exists a multiplier tt such that: 
a rro-EU^J^n 卜 1 ri 
o 7 \ V vM 兀—u, ；) — …,n. 
So, 
兀=—rj.WooQgf ’. •.，rc^ f) — (ro - ruj^j (2 23) 
where 
n 
tm = J 2 � f , i=i 
_ duJoo{xi, ...,Xn) 
Define 
= {i ： 丨= 
then 
_ I 0, if j i / ( X ^ ) , 
] \ 妒 ignOrf) , if j e / ( X ^ ) , 
Multiplying by xf on both sides of (2.23) and summing over j, we have 
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— - Z U rjUJoo{X^)xf - EUi^o - rM)f^jxf 
兀 一 MX^W 
_ -VMUJooiX'') - (ro - tm) ZU " j x f 
= K o (巧 P 
Equating (2.23) and (2.24), we have 
-rju^(X^) - (ro - Tm ( 
Ko(巧]2 - " ； _ � r o � [ � � o ( 巧 r 
Hence, 
Tj — (ro — rM)"j = TM _ (^ o - ^M) ^xf 
— MX^)? — "^oo(X^) M X ^ W ~ ‘ 
(rp - r M > j — — - (ro - tm) ^^jxf 
-Tj 一 c U 巧 = 力 . 
Then 
_ (ro - rM)fJ'j (ro - vm) H^f 
, , � [ r o — rM)H , (^ 0 - ^M) ^ijxf 
= + (rM - r o ) - � ( 們 + ；：；；；^ 
二 + + ⑴“巧 ) 
= + : : ( � M ) ) ( r M - r o ) . (2.25) 
Because 
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we have 
rj = ro + � “ � � T M - ro). (2.26) 
Let 
、二赤y (2.27) 
then we have 
Tj = r � + 7j(rM - To). (2.28) 
The proof is completed. • 
Just like "beta" in the mean-variance model, we call 7j "gamma" of the stock 
j. The equation (2.21), which is called the security market line with respect to 
the loo risk function, describes the equilibrium relationship between the individual 
assets and the market portfolio, that is, the risk premium on individual assets will 
be proportional to the risk premium on the market portfolio M and the gamma 
of the security. 
Let us recall the equilibrium relationship between the individual assets and 
the market portfolio associated with the mean-variance model. The relationship 
is as follows: 
Tj -ro = Pj(rM — ro) 
where 
P j — 2 ， 
with ajM the covariance between the rate of return of the asset j and that of 
the market portfolio M, and the variance of the return rate of the market 
portfolio. It is shown [9] that 
d(TM _ CTjM 
dxj GM 
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So 
二华=丄，二 丄 ( 2 . 2 9 ) 
(^M ^M CTm CTm dXj 
For the loo risk measure, we have 
= "j 
where 
—duJoo{Xi, ...,Xn) _ duJoo{X^) 
叫 二 ^ X=XM = . 
Hence, it follows that 
1 duj^jX^) 
义 〜 ( 巧 a . , • ( • ) 
Comparing (2.29) with (2.30), we can see remarkable similarity of these two 
coefficients. 
The following is the C A P M associated with the minimax model. 
Theorem 2.4.2 Let P = (rco，rci, • •.，be any portfolio where Ej=o = 1. 
Then 
n 
Tp = ro + — ro). (2.31) j=o 
Proof. We know that the average rate of return of a portfolio P = (xo,Xi,..., Xn) 
is given by 
n 
rp = JlrjXj. 
j=o 
Given 7 � = 0, according to (2.21), it follows that 
n 




=ro-{-Y^^jXj{rM - To). 
j=o 
So the proof is completed. • 
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Owing to this theorem, we see that the portfolio gamma is just the weighted 
average of the gammas of the individual assets in the portfolio, with the weights 
being identical to those that define the portfolio. This property is the same as 
that of the beta in the mean variance model. 
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A Revised Minimax Model with 
Downside Risk, and Its CAPM 
In this chapter, we will extend the minimax model to consider downside risk 
aversion. Specifically, we propose a portfolio selection model where downside 
deviation from the mean is heavily penalized. By using the tools of semidefinite 
program, we can obtain the efficient frontier numerically. Finally, we will give 
the C A P M of this revised minimax model. 
3.1 Model Formulation 
In this section, we will formulate a revised minimax model. Suppose that there 
are n risky assets Sj,j = 1，... ’ n and one risk-free asset So in the market. For 
the n risky assets, let Rj be the return rate of the jth asset, which is a random 
variable. For the risk-free asset, let the return rate be Rq, which is deterministic. 
Let Xj be the fraction of wealth that is invested into asset j. 
We have known that the loo risk measure of a portfolio X = (xq, xi,..., x^) 
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is denoted as 
Uoo{X) = max E(\RjXj - rjXj\). (3.1) 
For this loo model, we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1.1 
m ^ E{\RjXj - TjXjl) = 2 m ^ E[mQx{rjXj - RjXj, 0) • 
Proof. Let us define 
= max(a;, 0) and x~ = ma.x(-x,0). 
Then it follows that 
= + x~ and x = x'^ — x~. 
Hence, 
TjXj - RjXj = {fjXj — RjXj^ - {rjXj - RjXj)'. 
Consequently, 
E{rjXj - RjXj) = E[{rjXj - RjXj^] - E[{rjXj — RjXj)~' • 
Because E{rjXj 一 RjXj) = 0, it follow that 
E[{rjXj - RjXjy] = E[{rjXj - RjXj)'' . 
Then, 
E{\rjXj - RjXjl) = — RjXj)'^] + E[{rjXj — RjXj)~ 
=2E[max(rjXj — RjXj,0)]. 
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So, it follows that 
j n ^ E(\RjXj — TjXjl) = 2 m ^ E[ma,x{rjxj — RjXj,0). 
• 
So, in essence, the minimax model considered in the previous chapter is al-
ready a downside risk model. Note that for this minimax model, the risk measure 
is simply proportional to the downside deviation from the mean. But in reality, it 
is sensible to assume that investors are much more hateful to the larger deviation 
below the target. Thus, another risk measure is proposed as follows, where the 
larger downside deviation is weighted more heavily. 
Definition 3.1.2 An alternative loo risk function is defined as follows: 
(^ioiX) = m^x^E[m^x{rjXj - RjXj, 0)]^ (3.2) 
The investor wants to maximize the expected rate of return of a portfolio and 
minimize the portfolios risk in the sense of (3.2) . So the corresponding portfolio 
optimization problem (P) is as follows: 
Minimize max E[ma.x{rjxj — RjXj, 0)]^ 
0<j<n 
n 一 
subject to Y . V j > P， (3 3) 
3=0 ^ • � 
n 
E^j = 1， 
j=0 
where p G Ris the investor's expected rate of return. One can define the efficient 
portfolio and efficient frontier similarly. 
3.2 Efficient Frontier 
In this section, we will consider the efficient frontier of this squared downside risk 
model. For the portfolio optimization model (P), we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.2.1 Consider the following problem (P') 
Minimize Z 
n 
subject to ^ TjXj > p, 
j=Q 
n 
� 1 � 
j=0 
E[max(rjxj — RjXj, 0)]^ < Z, j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n. 
Then the optimization problem (P') is equivalent to the problem (P). That is: 
(1). If {xo,Xi,... ,Xn,Z) is an optimal solution for {P'), then {xq.Xi, ... ,Xn) 
is an optimal solution for {P); 
(2). If (xo,Xi,...,Xn) is an optimal solution for {P), then (xo,Xi,... ,Xn,Z) 
is an optimal solution for {P'), where 
Z = m ^ E[mdix(rjxj — RjXj, 0)]^. 
Proof. (1) Let (xq, X i , . . . , XN, Z) be the optimal solution for (P'). Then 
E[MAX{RJXJ — RJCCJ, 0)]^ < Z, j = 0 ,1 , . . . 
which leads to 
M^ E[MAX{RJXJ — RJXJ, 0)]^ < Z. 
Suppose that (xq, x i , . . X n ) is not an optimal solution for (P), then there exists 
a better solution {xq, x[,. .x'^ such that 
m^ E[max{rjx'j — Rjx'j,0)Y' < m^ E[max{rjXj — RjXj, 0)]^ . 
So, 
E[max{rjx'j — Rjx'p 0)]^ < maxo<j<n E[maix{rjx'j — Rjx'j, 0)]^ 
< MAXO<J<N E[MAX{RJXJ — RJXJ, 0)]^ < Z. 
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Let 
Z' = JN^E[MAIX{RJXJ - RJX'J,0)F. 
Then we have 
< Z. 
This is a contradiction to the assumption that Z is an optimal solution for (P'). 
So (rco, Xi,..., Xn) is an optimal solution of (P). 
(2) Let (xo, x i , . . . , Xn) be the optimal solution for (P). Write 
Z = m a x E[MAX(RJXJ — RJXJ^O)]'^. 
0 < j < n 
Suppose that (a:。，工1，...， n^) is not an optimal solution for (P'), then there exists 
a better solution (xq, , . . . , rc'J such that 
E[MAX{RJX'J - RJX'J, 0)]^ < Z', j = 0，1’.. •, n. 
So 
m^ E[max{rjx'j - Rjx'j, 0)]^ < Z' < Z = m^ E[rmx{rjXj — RjXj,0)f. 
Then 
j n ^ E[msix{rjx'j — RjXp 0)]^ < m ^ E[m&x{rjXj — 
This is a contradiction to the supposition that . . . , Xn) is an optimal so-
lution for (P). So (rco，工 1,…，^n, Z) is an optimal solution of (P'). • 
Now we approximate the expected rate of return of a security by the average 
of the historical rate of return over a certain period T, that is: 
rj = E[Rj] = ^ j 2 r j u (3.4) 
where Vjt is the realization of random variable Rj during time period t, t = 
1,…，T. 
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subject to ^ TjXj > p, 
7 = 0 
“ 1 (3-5) 
L^J = 1， 
j=0 
1 T 
� ^[Tnax(rjXj -『釣,0)]^ < j = 0,1，... ’ n. 
It can be converted to the following program: 
Minimize Z 
n 
subject to ^ TjXj > p, 
j=0 
n 
!>：/ = 1, 
j=0 
1 T 
Z, j = 0,1,..., n, 
�t=i 
CLjt > TjXj — rjtXj, j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n, t = 1, •..,T, 
ajt > 0, j = 0， l ’ . . .，n,亡= 1，...，T. 
Because in general a convex quadratic constraint (Ax-\rb)'^ {Ax-\-b) — c^x — d < 
0, with X e R^, is equivalent to the following linear matrix inequality [6]: 
I Ax+ b 
>0, 
(Ax + c^x + d 
we can change the above program into the following problem: 
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Minimize Z 
n 
subject to ^ TjXj > p, 
j=o n 
5 > j ‘ = 1， 
J = 0 
1 . . . 0 ttji 
• • • • 
> 0, j = 0，l，...，n， 
0 … 1 ajT 
CLji • • • djT TZ 
CLjt ^^ rj工j rjt工j, J — 0，1’ • • •，Th, t — 1, • • •，,丄 
ajt > 0, j = 0 ,1 , . . . , n, t = 1 , . . . , T. 
This is a so-called semidefinite programming (SDP) problem [6, 36]. We can 
numerically solve this optimization problem by using the existing semidefinite 
program solvers. 
Let us consider an auxiliary problem where there are only n risky assets in 
the market. Moreover, in order to keep the consistence of the scale, the objective 
function is changed into the square root of the original one. The problem is 
formulated as follows: 
M i n i m i z e � m ^ — ^ [max{r jx j — rjtXj, 0)P 
n 
subject to ^ TjXj > p, (3.6) 
71 
= 1. 
Let X{p) = (a:i(p),... ,Xn{p)) be an optimal solution of the problem (3.6) 
which depends on the parameter p. We define 
f i p ) = \ majc^  于 g[max(rja;j(p) - rjtXj{p),0)Y. (3.7) 
Then we have the following theorem: 
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Theorem 3.2.2 汽p) is a non-decreasing convex function. 
Proof. We consider the following program, which is equivalent to (3.6): 
Minimize t 
n 
subject to V j > p, 
n = 1， 
j=i 
\l + Ef=i[max(rja;j — rjtXj, 0)P < t, j = l,...,n. 
Suppose that pi < then the feasible region of the problem corresponding 
to p2 is no larger than that of pi. So, the optimal solution when p = p2 is no less 
than that of p = pi. This implies that 产(p) is a non-decreasing function. Now 
we turn to the convexity of 汽p). 
For a given pi, suppose that the optimal solution is X � = ( r c ^ ^ ^…，a^”）and 
the optimal objective value is t{pi). And for a given the optimal solution is 
X � = ( x P , . . . ,:i42)) and the optimal objective value is t(p2). 




i > $ i ) = i ， 
j=i 
1 T 







\ � Yllmaxirjxf^ - rjtxf\o)]'^ < t{p2), j = 1’...，n. 
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Let p = Api + (1 — A)p2，where 0 < A < 1. We construct a portfolio as follows: 
X 二 A X � + (1 - A ) X ⑵ = ( W / ) + (1 - • • ’ ； 4 ” + (1 — 
Therefore, 
E r^lAgi) + (1 — = A E r•广$1) + ( 1 - A ) f ： 7^4.2) > Api + (1 — A)P2, 
j=i j=i j=i 
and 
E + (1 - = A t r^xf + (1 - A) t r jx f ) = A + (1 — A) = 1. 
j=i j=i j=i 
For every j , we have 
‘ f： [max[r,(A:r$i) + (1 - A)af ) - r^ jAaf + (1 — A)a;f),0]]' 
t=i 
= ‘ E [max[A(r^4i) - v j ^ ^ ) + (1 - X ) { r jx f - r j t x f \ o ] f 
1 了 
< — ^ - rjtxf^),0] + max[(l - X){rjxf'^ — rjtxf^)^Q] 
^ t=i 
= ‘ E [A2[max(7^广$1) — + (1 - A)2[max(r,a;f -
丄t=i 
+2A(1 - A)^ E L i - rjtX^/\o) x m3ix(rjxf^ - r j tx f\o) 
< f E L [ m a x ( r j 4 i ) - ，0)]2 + ELi[max(r,xf^ — r妒 f ) , 0)]2 
+2A(1 — A) — r-;”，0)P x - , 0]^  
= A ^ ^ E L d ^ ^ A r j x f ^ - r j tx f\0W + (1 " A) ^ ^ Z L , [max(r,-xf ^  - vj^xf^, 0 ) l f 
< [At(pi) + (1 - AWP2)]2， 
where we have used the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
- rjtxf^, 0)im,x{rjxf'' - Tjtxf^, 0)' 
< y/^ - Ef=i[max(r,a;f - rjtxf\o)]^. 
So, 
如 [max[rv(A4i) + (1 - X)xf) — + (1 - A ) x f ) , 0 ] ] ' 
< At(y9i) + (1 - X)^P2). 
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Therefore, + (1 — A ) X � is a feasible solution corresponding to p = Xpi + 
(1 —A)/?2- Because 中 p i + (l — A)p2) is the optimal solution of p = Api + (1 —A)p2, 
we have 
t(M + (1 - X)P2) < At(pi) + ( 1 - X)t(p2). 
Then t(p) is a convex function. So we have that 产(p) is non-decreasing and 
convex function. • 
The graph of the function, when plotted in the (p, f^{p)) plane, is called the 
efficient frontier of the auxiliary revised minimax model. Owing to the convexity 
of 产 (p) , we can draw a tangent line to the efficient frontier through the 
point (ro, 0), this line is called the capital market line (CML). Suppose that the 
tangent point is unique, denoted as M. The corresponding portfolio is called the 
tangent portfolio Pm- Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.3 The one-fund theorem There is a single fund of risky assets 
such that any efficient portfolio for the problem (8.3) can be constructed as a 
combination of this fund M and the risk-free asset. 
Proof. Consider the risk free asset and another risky asset X = (a ; i , . . . , Xn) 
with rate of return rp and risk 
ymaxi<j<NE[max{rjXj - RjXj^O)]^. 
We combine these two assets to form a portfolio using the weight of a < 1 for 
the risk-free asset and 1 - o； for the risky asset. Then the mean rate of return of 
this portfolio is 
QTo + (1 - a)rp 
and the revised loo risk of this portfolio is 
yjmaxi<j<nE[max(r^-(1 — a)xj - Rj{l - Q;):Cj,0)]2 
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= Q； X 0 + (1 — a)yJmaxi<j<nE[max(rjXj — RjXj,0)Y. 
Therefore, we can see that both the mean and the risk of the portfolio vary 
linearly with a . Based on this, the new feasible region where the risk-free asset 
is available is an infinite triangle when borrowing or lending a risk-free asset is 
allowed. Thus, the new efficient frontier set consists of a single straight line, 
which is the edge of triangular feasible region. This line is tangent to the original 
feasible set of risky asset. So any efficient points can be obtained by changing 
the weighting between the tangent portfolio M and the risk-free asset. So the 
one-fund theorem is proved. • 
3.3 Market Portfolio and CAPM 
In this section, the market portfolio and the corresponding capital asset pricing 
model will be considered. We assume that all investors use the revised minimax 
model to invest, and they have identical expectations of the market. Moreover, 
there are no taxes and transaction costs on trades in securities. Then the market 
portfolio becomes the one fund in the one fund theorem, that is, the tangent 
portfolio Pm is the market portfolio. Similar to Chapter 2, the market portfolio 
can be obtained by solving the following problem: 
, , . . TjXj — ro 
Maximize . 
n 
subject to y^ ^ Xj = 1. 
It is equivalent to the following problem 
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Minimize 〜—仏〒） 
Vmaxi<j<„ i J:j=i[rna,x{rjxj — rjtXj, 0)P ^ 8) 
subject to ^ X j = 1. 
j=i 
Define 
h(X)=�maxi<j<„— Y^[max{rjxj - VjtXj, 0)P 
\ i t=i 
1 T 
= m a x i < j < n ^ 于 ' ^ [max{r jx j — rjtXj, O)]^  (3.9) 
Let XM = [ x ^ , . . . , x ^ ) be the market portfolio, and Tm be the expected rate 
of return of the market portfolio, namely, tm — Ej=i "^j^f • Then we have the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.1 Let X^ = (rcf^,…，x!^) be the market portfolio of this risk func-
tion, then there exists r]j such that 
Tj = ro + rjj(rM - ro), j = 1’...，n. (3.10) 
Proof. Because xf = 1 , X^ ^ 0. Then h{X) = h{xu...,xn) is dif-
ferentiable at 二 (a;f，... ’ x^ ) . Because X ^ = x ^ ) is an optimal 
solution of the problem (3.8), there exists a multiplier tt such that: 
d n • 1 
- ~ -r7 ^ — TT = 0, 1 = 1 , . . . , n. 
dXj h{xu...,xn) 
Hence, 




I'M = , 
j=l 
_ dh{xi^ . • ',Xn) 
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Define 
1 T 
N � t = i 
I T 
= \ � - raxf^, 0)]2}. 
N ^ t=i 
Then 
0, if j i I ( X , ’ 
約二 /I T , 1 M M if J e I{X% 
� E ? : i [ m a x ( r , a ; f — r•如of, 0)]2 T ^ 
where 
[ 0 if max(rja;f - r j tx f , 0) = 0, 
bjt = < 
‘ 处 j — if m^x{rjx¥ — r^^xf, 0) = - r j tx f . 
Multiplying by xf^ on both sides of (3.11) and summing over j, we have: 
= - E U rM^^'K - ^Ui^o -
二 力 " ( X , - (ro - tm) ZU 工f 
_ ( 巧 P 
二 - ^ - ( … ) ! ^ ^ . (3.12) 
Equating (3.11) and (3.12), we have: 
-rjh(X^) - (ro — rM)f^j 二 VM ( — 
— h{X^) — — [h{X^)f • 
So, 
Tj — {rp - = Tm _ {ro Tm) H^f 
— [h{X^)Y — [h{X^)f ‘ 
or, 
— {rp — = {rp — Tm) Ej=i fJ^j工f 
h { x ^ ) = 力 . 
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Then 
_ (ro - rM)Hj {ro - TM) Mj^ f^ 
— - 十 
- r . . I (r... v . . ) ( � I (^ 0 - ^m) E^^i Hxf 
丄 , 、「1 I H Z U j ^ ] 
= r o + h{x^) J …M — � . （3-13) 
Set 
乂 - h(XM) . (丄 14) 
Then we have 
rj = ro + r]j{rM - ro). (3.15) 
The proof is completed. • 
Just like "beta" in the mean-variance model, we call r]j "eta" of the stock j . 
We rewrite eta in (3.13) as 
r^ —内 II 巧 (3 16) 
Recall that for the minimax model, we have 
〜 = ( 3 . 1 7 ) 
Comparing (3.16) with (3.17), we see that rjj has an additional term 1 'I^ xm)^  • 
For this revised minimax model, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3.2 Let P =(工。,工i’ •..，Xn) be an arbitrary portfolio where 工j 二 
1. Then 
n 
rp = To + - ro). j=o 
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Proof. We know that the average rate of return of P is given by 
n 
rp = Y j j 工:i. 
j=o 
Given rjo = 0, according to (3.10), it follows that 
n 
rp = + 
j=o 
n n 
= S roXj + - ro)xj 
j=o j=0 
n 
=To + - ^ o)-
3=0 
So the proof is completed. • 
Just like the beta of a portfolio in the mean variance model, the portfolio 
eta is also just the weighted average of the etas of the individual assets in the 




In this chapter, we will report our numerical study on the models that we analyzed 
in the previous chapters. First we will compute the efficient frontier of the revised 
loo model and that of the loo model. Secondly, we will compare the corresponding 
monthly rate of return of these two models. 
4.1 Efficient Frontiers 
In this section, we will compute the efficient frontiers of the two models studied 
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 numerically. For the loo model，the optimization 
problem (2.2) is equivalent to the following program: 
Minimize y 
subject to qj\xj\ < y, j = 0 ,1 , . . . 
E"=o V j > P, 
n = 1. 
J = 0 
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This program can be converted the following program: 
Minimize y 
subject to qjXj < y, j = 0，1，. •. ’ n, 
—qjXj < y, j = 0’ 1 , . . . .n, 
r?•工 j — P, 
n 
E ^ j = 1. 
j=0 
So the optimization problem is essentially a linear programming problem. We 
will use the "Ip" function in Matlab to solve this problem. With p changing, 
we can trace out the efficient frontier of this model by solving a series of linear 
programs. 
For the minimax model with downside risk aversion, we can change the prob-
lem into the standard semidefinite programming primal format. That is, 
Minimize EJLi CjXj 
subject to X = 
X>0, 
X eS, 
where S is the set of n x n real symmetric matrices, Fi e S {i = 0 , . . . , m) 
are constraint matrices, O € 5 is the zero matrix, c = ( c i , . . . G R爪 is 
a cost vector, x = ( x i , . . e i?爪 is a variable vector, and X E 5 is the 
variable matrices. There exist many solvers for SDP. In this numerical analysis, 
we choose the software SDPAM developed by Kojima et al [23], because it has 
an advantage that the standard form of SDP is used. By changing the value 
of p, we can trace out the efficient frontier of the model by solving a series of 
semidefinite programs. 
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4.1.1 Input Data 
In order to estimate the parameters rj and qj, we use the data of the stock market 
of Hong Kong. For this comparison study, we only choose the following five stocks: 
Cheung Kong, HSBC Holdings, Hutchison Whampoa, SHK Properties and China 
Mobile. Since these are the five stocks with the highest market values, we use 
them to approximate the whole market. 
We plan to invest on Oct. 2nd, 2000, and the investment horizon is one month. 
Then the time period of the data is chosen from Oct. 1999 to Sept. 2000. The 
monthly expected rate of return is estimated by using the twelve realization of 
rate of return per month during the above period. That is, 
1 12 
rj = Y^iyjt, j = i ’ …， 5， （4.1) 
1 
where rj is the expected rate of return of the jth stock, Vjt is the realization of 
rate of return during the t month. For the loo model, we can estimate qj in the 
following formula: 
1 12 
Qj = E\Rj -rj\ = 如 = 1’ …， 5 . (4.2) 
t 二 1 
4.1.2 Efficient Frontiers 
Using the parameter derived by the above framework, by changing the value of 
p, we can get the efficient frontiers of loo model and revised loo model. In this 
subsection, we will consider two cases. In the first case, we suppose that there 
are only 5 risky assets in the market and there is no risk-free asset. But for the 
case 2, borrowing or lending risk-free asset is allowed. These are shown in Figure 
4.1. and Figure 4.2., respectively. 
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Efficient Frontiers without a Risk-free Asset 
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Figure 4.1: Efficient Frontiers without a Risk-free Asset 
Efficient Frontiers with a Risk-free Asset 
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Figure 4.2: Efficient Frontiers with a Risk-free Asset 
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4.2 Monthly Rate of Return Comparison 
In this section, we will compare the monthly rate of return of /qo model and 
revised /oo model for several cases. These cases correspond to different security 
components. In this comparison, we can borrow or lend risk-free asset and short-
sell the risky assets. 
In order to alleviate the burden of computing, we only choose five stocks in 
the market in every case. First, we will pick up the following five stocks: Cheung 
Kong, HSBC Holdings, Hutchison Whampoa, SHK Properties and China Mobile, 
where the expected rate of return is set to be 1.0% per month. Second, we will 
randomly choose other five stocks from the constituent of Hang Seng Index as 
follows: HK k China Gas, Henderson Land, Bank of East Asia, Cathay Pac 
Airways and TVB, with the same expected rate of return. 
In this comparison, the investment horizon is the whole year of 2000. In the 
beginning of every month of 2000, we use the data of monthly return rates of 
the immediate past 12 months to estimate the input parameters for the portfolio 
selection problem. For example, if we are now on the first day of Jan. 2000, then 
we use the historical data from Jan. 1999 to Dec. 1999 to estimate rj and qj of 
/oo model, and r) and rjt of the revised minimax model, respectively. 
By solving a series of linear problems, we can get the monthly rate of return 
of the portfolios that are constructed by using /qo model. Also, we can get those 
of the portfolios constructed by revised minimax model by solving a series of 
SDP problems. In this comparison, the performance of Hang Seng Index is also 
included. 
Figure (4.3) gives the comparison of monthly rate of return of the first set of 
five stocks, where the expected rate of return is 1.0%. And Figure (4.4) is the 
comparison of monthly rate of return of the second set of five stocks, with the 
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Monthly Rate of Return of the Portfolios Using Big Stocks, Expected Return = 0.01 
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Figure 4.3: Monthly Rate of Return of the Portfolios Using Big Stocks 
Monthly Rate of Return of the Portfolios Using Randomly Selected Stocks. Expected Return = 0.01 
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Figure 4.4: Monthly Rate of Return of the Portfolios Using Randomly Selected 
Stocks 
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same expected rate of return. From these figures, we see that the fluctuation of 




In this thesis, we consider some extensions of /qo model. In Chapter 2, we mainly 
concerned with the market portfolio and capital asset pricing model of the l^ o 
model. In this model, there is no short-selling constraints. First, we formulate the 
problem of deriving the market portfolio as a fractional program. The advantage 
of this program is that market portfolio is derived explicitly by solving the KKT 
conditions. Then, the corresponding capital asset pricing model is established. 
In Chapter 3, we extend the loo model to consider downside risk aversion. 
Specifically, a revised model is proposed where larger downside risk is more heav-
ily penalized. The problem is then converted into a quadratically constrained 
optimization problem. By some transformations, we can further change this 
problem into a semidefinite program. Hence we can solve it by using the existing 
solvers of SDP. Finally, the associated capital asset pricing model is also derived. 
In Chapter 4, first we compare the efficient frontier of loo model with that 
of revised model by using the historical data of Hong Kong stock market. 
Second, a comparison of the monthly rate of return of these two models is given. 
Here, the Hang Seng Index is also included in this comparison. 
There are many potential future work on these topics. For example, we can 
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extend the /qo model to multi-period or continuous time case. 
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